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ABSTRACT
The three-dimensional interaction of a streamwise vortex with a blade (plate) is
investigated experimentally. The vortex is generated by a delta wing oriented such that
the vortex directly encounters the leading-edge of the blade.
The structure of the vortex-blade interaction was characterized using particle
image velocimetry, which allowed determination of the instantaneous distributions of
vorticity oriented in the streathwise and cross-stream directions. Time-averaged
representations of the interaction were obtained by averaging successive images.
A new type of splitting of the incident streamwise vortex is revealed. This
splitting produces two smaller-scale concentrations of streamwise vorticity, whose
trajectories rapidly diverge from the plane of symmetry of the blade. Substantial
concentrations of azimuthal vorticity are generated' by vortex breakdown. These
azimuthal concentrations undergo rapid distortion as they encounter the leading-edge.
I. INTRODUCTION
A very important problem in fluid mechanics and aerodynamics is the interaction
of vortical flows with surfaces. The vortices that are generated by forebodies, canards,
wings and tips of airfoils frequently have a detrimental effect on control or lifting
surfaces located downstream. This interaction can cause large unsteady loads that not
only can change the drag and lift, but also can induce vibration of the surfaces.
The interaction of a vortex with a blade occurs in aerodynamic configurations
such as helicopters, where the tip vortex generated by a given blade of the rotor interacts
with the following blade. Analogous interactions occur in the field of hydrodynamics. A
typical example is the vortex from a submarine sail interacting with a propeller.
Vortical flows incident upon control or lifting surfaces have been a subject of
considerable interest for more than fifty years. Basically there are two types of studies:
numerical simulations; and experimental studies. Among numerical simulation of vortex-
blade interactions we have, for example, studies of potential (point) vortices interacting
with plates (RogIer 1974), a study of pressure distributions, lift and pitching moment
variations during an airfoil-vortex unsteady interaction (Srinivasan 1984), the two
dimensional clusters of discrete vortices incident upon leading-edges (panaras 1987), a
distortion simulation of lines of constant vortices, streamline and instantaneous velocities
(Kaya 1991), and many others. Although these models can give a physical explanation of
certain aspects of the interaction, they cannot be expected to simulate all the features of
the interaction, principally because most of them are inviscid and therefore assume that
the slip condition at the boundary does not influence the flow structure. Moreover,
sources of vorticity are always located on surfaces; neglect of viscous effects means that
these sources are not accounted for (Morton 1984).
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There have been several experimental studies on vortex-blade interactions. The
interaction of an unloaded rotor blade with an independently generated vortex (Baczec,
1972), showed anomalies in chordwise pressure distributions and magnitudes during
blade-vortex interactions. A subsequent flow visualization study (Daub, 1973) showed
that flow separations occurred during the close vortex-blade interactions investigated by
Baczek. Another experimental study of rotor blade-vortex interaction (Ham, 1974)
showed the variation of both maximum and minimum peaks of the experimental pressure
at 10% chord. This experiment indicated that, during the close interaction of a vortex
with a rotating blade, the loading on the blade differed greatly from that predicted by
lifting-surface theory. The experimental results suggested occurrence of local separation
in the region of most intense vortex-induced loading. In a subsequent experiment (Ham,
1975) the vortex-blade interaction was studied by subjecting the midsection of a pressure
instrumented airfoil to an impinging of a vortex moving periodically in a vertical plane
This experiment determined the maximum vortex-induced lift coefficients. The vortex-
induced peak loadings were found to be independent of the frequency of the vortex
impingement, proportional to the vortex strength and weakly dependent on the airfoil
angle of attack and angle of yaw.
Several complexities of vortex-leading edge interactions were addressed by Ziada
and Rockwell (1982); they characterized the rapid distortion of the vortical structures
near the body and the boundary layer separation and secondary vortex formation at the
leading-edge. Many classes of coherent vorticity-leading edge interactions have been
reviewed by Rockwell (1983). These studies suggest that the most crucial parameters are:
the circulation, which is the strength of a vortex scale; the degree of vorticity
concentration; and the relative location of the incident vortex with respect to the leading-
edge.
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An interesting experimental study about the interaction of an airfoil with an
impinging vortex was developed by McAlister and Tung (1984). The tip of a finite span
airfoil was used to generate a streamwise vortical flow. The circulation, or strength, of
this vortical flow could bee varied by changing the angle of incidence of the airfoil. This
vortical flow traveled downstream and interacted with a second airfoil on which
measurements of lift, drag and pitching moment were made. The entire flow field was
visualized and recorded in order to study the structural loading as a result of the vortex
interaction. The experiment was repeated for various different levels of encounter, values
of incidence angle, Reynolds number. Finally, using these observations, the accuracy of a
theoretical model was evaluated.
Kaykayoglu and Rockwell (1985) showed that unsteady pressure fields along the
surface of the edge take the form of downstream-traveling pressure waves having defined
wavelengths. It was also shown that the ratio of the incident disturbance wavelength to
the wavelength of the pressure wave on the body was a function of the scale of the
unsteady vorticity field, as well as the mean vorticity field and its subsequent distortion
by the leading-edge. The amplitude and wavelength of this pressure wave determined the
loading in the leading-edge region; it is closely linked to the noise radiation.
Wind-tunnel experiments were conducted by Brand (1989) to study the effects of
the interaction of the vortex field from a rotor with an idealized airframe in forward
flight. In this study, both mean and fluctuating pressures were measured on the airframe
surface for various flight conditions. The results showed that strong rotor-wake
interactions with the airframe created large excursions in the mean pressure distribution.
Extreme fluctuations in the unsteady component of pressure were also observed.
Additional experiments were conducted by Liou (1990) about the transient
interaction between a cylinder and the trailing vortex from a rotor in forward flight. In
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this study, phase-averaged laser velocimetry and surface pressure measurements with
microphones were used to determine the velocity and pressure variations during the
interaction. These measurements allowed evaluation of vorticity contpurs and pressure
variations on the cylinder surface.
The Institute for Aerospace Research of the National Research Council of Canada
has extensively studied the consequences of vortex-blade/fin interactions with special
focus on the buffeting of fin and tail components. The buffeting of the F/A-18 vertical
fin is described by Lee and Tang (1982) and Lee, Brown, Tang and Plosenski (1992).
Additional investigations and flight tests of tail buffet on the CF-18 aircraft were
conducted by Lee, Brown, Zgela and Poirel (1991). In these studies, flow visualizations
of the vortex burst phenomenon were carried in water tunnels, while unsteady pressure
measurements were carried out with the use of transducers in wind tunnel tests. It is seen
that the shape of the power spectral density of the pressure fluctuations on the fin showed
a centered form about distinct peaks, suggesting a deterministic pattern of the flow
structure. The leading edge extension of the wing (LEX) effects were also studie.d with
the use of pressure orifices and transducers. Flight tests were also conducted at the
Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment (AETE) on a test aircraft with accelerometers
installed on the vertical fins and horizontal stabilators and strain gauges mounted on the
aft fuselage structures. These tests showed the effectiveness of the LEX fences in
reducing aft fuselage structural response to buffet loads.
The present investigation will focus in the interaction of a streamwise vortical
flow with a flat blade (plate). Descriptions of the different classes of this interaction are
explained in section 2. Some hypothesized mechanisms of interaction are reviewed~
section 3. The experimental system and techniques are summarized in section 4. The
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description of the experimental techniques is given in section 4, and the results are
summarized in sections 5, 6 and 7. Finally th~ conclusions are presented in section 8.
2. VORTICITY FIELD - EDGE INTERACTIONS
2.1 Tip and leading-edge vortices
Three-dimensional vortical flows are important in the fields of fluid mechanics
and aerodynamics. In the present study two configurations were employed to generate
streamwise vortices: tips of airfoils; and leading-edges of delta wings. In both
configurations the pressures are unequal on the upper and lower surfaces. Since a
pressure discontinuity is not possible, the pressure difference across the blade is
gradually relieved towards the tip or leading-edge, until the pressures on both sides are
equal at the edge of the surface. Associated with this pressure field is a secondary flow
field with flow outward along the pressure surface, around the tip or leading-edge, and
inward along the suction surface. This secondary flow convects low momentum fluid
from the pressure side around the edge to the suction side. The low momentum fluid
accumulates on the suction side of the edge, rolls up and forms the tip or leading-edge
vortex that then is convected downstream by the streamwise velocity. (Figure 1).
2.2 Types of vorticity-field interactions
Basically there are three different types of vorticity field-edge interactions. In
each of these three categories the incident vortex has its principal axis corresponding to
one of the three Orthogonal Cartesian Coordinates x, y or z. Of course; in many
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the surface. In this case, due to the viscous effects in the vicinity of the leading~edge,
effects similar to the previous case are expected, with respect ~ the distortion and
reorientation of the instantaneous vorticity field. An important factor here is that vortex
breakdown may occur upstream of the leading-edge causing concentrations of vorticity
having components in the three spatial directions and altering the flow structure. Some
preliminary studies of this type of interaction were carried out by Ham (1974),
MacAllister and Tung (1984) and Kramer and Rockwell (1984). These studies focused
mainly on flow visualization and did not give a detailed characterization of the flow
structure upstream and downstream of the airfoil or blade.
The present study will foc~s mainly on this last case of interaction, and attempt to
show in detail the physical changes of the flow field.
3. HYPOTHESIZED MECHANISMS OF INTERACTION
At this point it is useful to propose some hypotheses of some of the characteristics
of vortex-edge interactions; these hypotheses will help to understand the information
acqgired during the experimental investigation.
A common phenomenon in streamwise vortices is so called vortex-breakdown.
Vortex-breakdown, or burst, is characterized by a sudden expansion of the vortex core
and a change from a highly organized to a turbulent state. It has been found that the
vortex-breakdown is very sensitive to the presence of even small objects placed close to
the principal axis of the vortex. Of course the nature of the vorticity of the streamwise
vortex will be a function of the location of the leading-edge. As seen in Figure 3, the
position of the onset of the vortex-breakdown will have a different effect on the loading
of the leading-edge. If the onset of the vortex-breakdown is close to the leading-edge, the
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instabilities will be of small scale and the frequency of the fluctuating pressure will be
large and viceversa.
Additionally, a very important characteristic is the swirl ratio of the vortex,
defined as the ratio of the azimuthal velocity v: to the characteristic strearnwise velocity
u* of the streamwise vortex. Figure 4 shows how the offset /)" of the vortex relative to
the leading-edge may induce different patterns of interaction for a chosen swirl ratio of
the vortex.
It has been found that the axial velocity in streamwise vortical flows is higher
than that of the free streams and consequently that the pressure varies across the core of
the vortex. The incident vortex will therefore have an influence on the type and location
of flow separation in the leading-edge region.
Finally, for tailor wings inclined at a moderate angle of attack interacting with an
incident vortex a region of dynamic stall will occur. This stall will be fundamentally
different from the quasi-two-dimensional present in an airfoil or blade in a disturbance
free stream.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND TECHNIQUES
4.1 Experimental configurations
The present experimental study was performed in the water channel of the fluid
mechanics laboratories of Lehigh University. The experimental apparatus consisted
basically of a vortex generator and a flat blade with semicircular leading edge.
In the preliminary experiments the tip of an airfoil, NACA 0015, was used as a
generator. Since the strength or circulation of the streamwise vortical flow was low and
9
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the structure of the flow did not have an organized shape, in the decisive part of the
experiment, the generator was replaced bya delta wing. In this case, the angle of attack
was used not only to control the circulation of the vortex but also to change values of
offset 11 of the vortex axis relative to the leading-edge, Figure 5.
Figure 6 shows the dimensions of the plate. In Figure 7, the distance from the
trailing-edge of the delta wing to the leading-edge of the plate and the location of the
vortex-breakdown are shown for cases of 20 and 30 degrees of angle of attack of delta
wing.
"
In order to control the angle of attack of the delta wing and consequently control
the circulation of the vortical flow and the offset, a Compumotor system was used
(model #Nax57-102). Here the desired displacements and frequencies were selec~d in a
computer with the help of an appropriate software. The computer commands were
translated by an indexer into pulsed control signals. These signals were transformed by a
driver into electric pulses, which in then were converted into mechanical rotational
motion through a Compumotor, then a set of gears, produced the prescribed motio?
4.2 Experimental methods
4.2.1 Image acquisition
In the present experiment, the PlY (Particle Image Yelocimetry) method was
used. In contrast to other methods like dye injection and hydrogen bubbles that are used
in flow visualization, or laser-doppler anemometry that provides information at a single
position in the flow field, PlY is a versatile method that gives measurements of the
velocity distribution that can be used to find the streamlines, equivorticity contours,
circulation and other information. A complete description of the technique is given by
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7Rockwell (1992). In brief, the method consists of stroboscopic, multiple-exposure
photographs of a plane of interest in the flow, in which light scattering particles have
been deposited. Due to this stroboscopic, multiple-exposure effect each particle appears
as a group of dots in the picture, and from the spacing and orientation of subsequent dots
the magnitude and orientation of the velocity can be measured.
In other to illuminate the particles in the plane of interest and obtain the desired
stroboscopic effect, the laser beam impinges upon an oscillating mirror. Control of the
angle of vibration and frequency of the mirror gives control of the width of the light
sheet in the plane of interest, and more important is, the spacing and number of images of
each particle.
In order to generate the laser beam, a five watt Liconix Ion laser (5000 series)
was used; it had a power rating from 3 to 3.5 watts. In order to minimize the spreading of
this beam and retain its high intensity, a triple combination of lenses is used. The first is a
convex lens (f=300 mm), the second a concave lens (f=-100 mm) and the last one is a
laser focusing singlet (f=900 mm). After the beam is collected by the triple
configuration, and depending on the plane of interest (side or end view) one or two
mirrors redirect the beam into the last scanning mirror, which finally produces a vertical
scanning laser sheet.
Figures 8 and 9 show the locations of the laser sheet selected for the present
experiments. For the end views, the five planes of interest were: A) upstream of; B) at
midchord; C) at trailing-edge; D), E) downstream of the plate. For the side views, the
planes of interest chosen were: F) upstream of the leading-edge; G) at leading-edge; and
H) at the trailing-edge of the plate.
To obtain the multiexposed pictures, a Nikon F4 camera was used; it had a shutter
speed of 1/60 sec when the bias mirror was used and 1/30 sec when it was not. In both
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cases, the aperture setting was f4. The bias mirror is an additional oscillating mirror that
is necessary when there is stagnation or reverse flow. A constant and uniform velocity is
added to the entire flow by this mirror, located in front of the camera lens.
In order to drive the bias mirror a general scanning Inc. Cx-660 scanner'was used;
it had a frequency of 12 Hz and an amplitude of 0.3 volts. The motions of the bias
mirror, the scanning mirror, the oscillation of the delta wing and the camera shutter were
synchronized and controlled by a micro computer.
4.2.2 Interrogation Technique
The multi-exposed images were processed using Young's fringe method and later
using its digital equivalent. In the first case, the negatives are optically processed using a
laser beam that, with the help of Fourier lens, performs the first transform and yields
Young's fringes that are recorded by a video camera. These fringes are then processed
using a second Fourier transform to give the velocity vector field. In the second case, the
negatives are. immediately digitized and the two successive Fourier transforms are
performed in the digitized data. Further explanations of both systems are described in
User Manual for P.I.V by Erol Seke (1992).
4.2.3 Image Resolution
In this experiment, interest was focused on the largest-scale eddies. Consequently,
the magnification M of the lens in the camera was selected as M = 0.33 in order to
provide an overview of the distortion of the largest eddies; since the interrogation beam
diameter was d I = 1 mm; the beam diameter d I ' relative to the magnification M was
therefore d/M = 3 rom; the images were interrogated with a 50 % overlap in order to
satisfy the Nyquist criterion, thereby giving an effective grid size ~ tIM = 1.5 mm. For
all images, this corresponded to a grid of approximately of 60 x 45 velocity vectors or a
total of approximately 2,700 vectors over the entire image. The processing of the velocity
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field resulting from the interrogation was carried with an application of a Gaussian filter
with a factor p =1.3.
Moreover, for all of the side views of the flow, an additional spatial filtering was
carried out in order to attenuate the noise and the smallest eddies. This spatial filtering
was carried using P.S.D.(Power Spectral Density), a program written by Erol Seke
(1992). With this program the vector field was low-pass filtered by choosing the high cut
off at 75 % of the Nyquist frequency. This corresponds to an actual cut-off, in terms of a
length scale 11 in the velocity field, of 11 = 2/3 t or 11 = 2/9 R in which t = thickness of the
plate and R =radius of the vortex.
Contours of constant vorticity were then constructed using the program Surfer,
which simply fits a spline through the data points, i.e. no additional filtering of the data
was done at this stage. A tension factor of 0.2 was employed for these spline fits. The
distance the linearly-interpolated contours of constant vorticity approximately,
corresponds to distances of one-third to two grid spacings /). t, depending upon the family
of contours considered. For all contours of constant vorticity, the values of wmln ' wOW:'
and /).00 were maintained constant in order to provide a comparison of the different
regions of vorticity concentrations.
5. VORTEX-BLADE INTERACTIONS: STATIONARY DELTA WING AS
VORTEX GENERATOR
5.1 Overviews
The streamwise vortical flow was generated from the sharp leading-edge of a
delta wing, as described in section 4.1. The flow speed was 5 cm/sec and the Reynolds
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number based on the span of the plate was ReL= 6000. The distance between the trailing
edge of the delta wing and the leading edge of the plate was selected to be 40 em. The
offset was chosen to be zero, that is, the core of the vortical flow was aligned with the
leading-edge of the plate.
Two angles of attack of the delta wing a = 20 and 30 degrees, were studied. For
the case a =30 degrees the vortex was completely broken down, with its onset being
very close to the trailing-edge of the delta wing, while for the case a =20 degrees the
vortex broke down at a location close to the leading-edge of the plate, as shown in
Figure 7
In order to gain insight into the three-dimensional flow, two orthogonal views,
side and end views, were studied. For the side views three regions were selected: a region
upstream of the leading-edge; a region at the leading-edge and a region at the trailing-
edge. For the end views five regions were chosen: a region upstream of the leading-edge;
at the middle of the plate (blade); close to the trailing-edge; and two defined locations
downstream of the trailing-edge. The locations of these different regions are defined in
Figure 8.
In order to take the multiexposed pictures, a 35 mm (Nikon F4 with 105 rom lens)
was used with a shutter speed used of 1/60 seconds and an aperture of 4. The bias mirror
frequency was of 12 Hz and its amplitude was 0.3 volts. The frequency of the scanning
mirror was 300 Hz.
For each of the cases mentioned eighteen pictures were taken at intervals of one
second.
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5.2 Vortex-interaction at moderate (20°) angle of attack of delta wing
The objective of this phase of the investigation was to determine the
instantaneous flow structure of the case where vortex breakdown occurs just upstream of
the leading-edge. Both side and end views of the flow pattern were obtained. As
described in the following, they will be interpreted in terms of instantaneous velocity
fields, streamline patterns and distributions of streamwise and azimuthal vorticity.
5.2.1 Side views
Figure 11 shows pattern of instantaneous streamlines for different reference
frames. In all cases, the instantaneous velocities (and vorticities) are the same. The
purpose of the plots of Figure 11 is to show the effect of reference frame of observation
on the streamline patterns. The ratio Ub /0 indicates the velocity of the reference frame
normalized by the average velocity over the entire instantaneous image of the flow. For
Ub /0 = 0, there are no apparent rollups of the streamlines, suggesting absence of
concentrations of vorticity. As the velocity ratio Ub /0 is increased, concentrations of
vorticity are suggested along the upper and lower sides of the leading-edge, until the
limiting case Ub / 0 =1 is reached, for which pronounced vortex rollup occurs along the
bottom and top surfaces of the leading-edge. The issue arises as how these patterns are
related to the instantaneous vorticity distribution.
Figure 12a compares the velocity field and vorticity distribution at three different,
randomly selected, instants of time. It is evident that pronounced concentrations of
azimuthal vorticity are present in a very general sense. Concentrations of positive
vorticity tend to be intermingled between concentrations of negative vorticity. Moreover,
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concentrations of positive vorticity appear predominantly along the underside of the
leading-edge, while concentrations of negative vorticity are typically above the leading-
edge. This observation is due to two effects: the instantaneous azimuthal vorticity of the
incident vortex breakdown has positive concentrations along its lower portion and
negative along its upper portion; and the tendency for positive concentrations of vorticity
to "dive" to the underside of the leading-edge, in conjunction with the presence of image
vortices within the boundary of the edge. Important for our considerations is the
approximate wavelenght between concentrations, this wavelenght is the order of four to
five thicknesses 't' of the leading-edge.
A view that includes the region of the flow further downstream from the leading-
edge is given in Figure 13a. In this case, it is evident that the concentrations of vorticity
are generally elongate in the streamwise direction due to the boundary condition along
the surface of the plate. Substantial distortions of the vortical patterns, especially in the
region near the plate, occur; this concept of distortion is reinforced by inspection of the
velocity fields in the left column of Figure 13a. There are pronounced velocity
components in the direction nearly orthogonal to the plate (blade) surface.
Finally, the instantaneous flow structure near, and downstream of, the trailing-
edge is shown in Figure 14a. The separating boundary layers rapidly give raise to
coherent concentrations of vorticity underscores the fact that their origin is from the
trailing-edge region. At a distance of about two or so trailing-edge thicknesses
downstream with the edge, an arrangement of vorticities-oriented orthogonal to the
classical vortex street is evident. This arrangement is generated by the interaction of the
portions of the incident vortex that travel along the upper and lower surfaces of the plate;
the separation of these vortices from the trailing-edge apparently produces coherent
concentrations of vorticity in the region between them. Particularly remarkable is the
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absence of large scale concentrations of azimuthal vorticity in the outer region of the
flow away from the surface of the trailing-edge. This is this due to the fact that the
incident of streamwise vortex, upon splitting in the leading-edge region, is deflected
away from the plane of symmetry of the blade (plate). As a consequence, in the vicinity
of the trailing-edge, the flow structure along the plane of symmetry takes on a quasi-free-
stream character.
5.2.2 End views
In order to characterize the vortex incident upon the leading-edge of the blade,
the instantaneous, cross-sectional structure of the vortex was determined upstream of the
leading-edge of the plate, as shown in Figure 15. The instantaneous streamline patterns
and distributions of vorticity were obtained at three randomly selected instants of time,
spaced at the shortest interval of 2 seconds. It is evident that the instantaneous flow
structure shows large variations from one instant to the next. This is due to the non-
stationary nature of the vortex breakdown process occurring just upstream of the leading-
t
edge. Not only the location at the center of the vortex, but also the from of the
instantaneous streamline patterns varies from one image to the next. In all cases however,
the vortex exhibits an inward-spiraling pattern, suggesting that it is being stretched in the
streamwise direction along its axis. Corresponding concentrations of vorticity shown in
the right column of images show large variations in the cross-sectional shape and form
from one image tp the next. Moreover, it is evident that the streamline patterns in the left
column do not adequately represent the concentrations of vorticity. For example in the
top right image, there are actually three centers of positive vorticity concentrations, but
the streamline pattern suggests only a single center.
Downstream of the encounter of the broken-down vortex with the leading-edge, a
remarkable process of vortex splitting occurs, as indicated in Figure 16. As suggested in
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the streamline plots shown in the left column, the split vortices along the top and bottom
surfaces of the plate have the same sense of rotation; that is, the sense of rotation is
always clockwise.
5.3 Vortex-interaction at high (30°) angle of attack of delta wing
Similarly to the last section, the objective of this phase of the investigation was to
determine the instantaneous flow structure of the case where vortex breakdown occurs in
this case far upstream of the leading-edge. Again both side and end views of the flow were
obtained and as described in the following, they will be interpreted in terms of
instantaneous velocity fields, streamline patterns and distributions of streamwise and
azimuthal vorticity.
5.3.1 Side views
The results are similar to those described in section 5.2 for vortex interaction at
moderate (20°) angle of attack of delta wing. Figure 21 shows patterns of instantaneous
streamlines for different reference frames. Again the ratio U b / 0 indicates the velocity of
the reference frame normalized by the average velocity over the entire instantaneous
image of the flow. For U b /0 = 0, there are no apparent rollups of the streamlines but as
U b / 0 is increased, the streamline bend and roll suggesting concentrations of vorticity
along the upper and lower sides of the leading-edge.
Figures 22a, 23a and 24a compare the velocity field and vorticity distribution at
three different, randomly-selected, instants of time and for three locations of regions:
upstream of the leading-edge; at leading-edge and at trailing-edge of the plate(blade).
The characteristics are very similar to those described in section 5.2.1 for the case of
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vortex interaction at a moderate (20°) angle of attack of delta wing, with two main
differences: fIrst, the eddies, concentrations of vorticity, are in average bigger in size and
second, the approximate wavelength between concentrations is now the order of fIve to
six thicknesses t of the leading-edge.
5.3.2 End views
Once again the results are similar to those described in Section 5.2.2. The main
difference is that the concentrations of vorticity are less defined than the vortex
interaction corresponding to the lower angle of attack.(Compare Figures 15 and 25). This
general observation holds for subsequent fIgures showing the patterns of vortex
interaction and distortion.
6. VORTEX-BLADE INTERACTIONS: OSCILLATING DELTA WING AS A
VORTEX GENERATOR
In order to determine whether it was possible to control the structure of the vortex
incident upon the leading-edge of the plate, the delta wing was oscillated over a range of
frequencies. Due to this oscillation, the representative centerline of the vortex incident
upon the plate tends to translate up and down across the leading-edge. Most dramatic,
however, was the movement of the onset of vortex breakdown to a location closer to the
trailing-edge of the delta wing. At large amplitudes of oscillation, it was evident that the
structure of the vortex was completely different, this aspect remains for further study. For
present considerations, the amplitude of oscillation was maintained relatively small, to a
few degrees from the mean angle of attack. Moreover, frequencies were selected that
appear to produce the largest modifIcation in the structure of the vortex. The two
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frequencies were 0.125 and 0.25 Hz. They correspond to dimensionless frequency based
on the chord C
w
and the freestream velocity U~ of 0.5 and 1.0.
The results of this wing oscillation on the structure of the leading-edge vortex and
encounter with the leading-edge of the plate are indicated in Figures 31 through 33. Figure
31a shows particularly organized but relatively small, concentrations of vorticity, relative
to those shown for the case of the vortex from the stationary wing, indicated in Figures
12a and 22a. Along the upper portion of the region of vorticity concentrations, the
concentrations exhibit alternating positive and negative sign. It is presumed that they
originate from the trailing-edge of the wing, which is shedding vorticity concentrations in
the Karman mode in harmony with the imposed oscillation of the wing. The important
point, however, of the pattern shown in Figure 31a is that the effective scale of the
vorticity concentrations has been decreased; therefore, it is suspected that correlation of
the loading along the surface of the plate will be attenuated as well
Generally similar types of modification are indicated for different combinations of
oscillation amplitude and frequency in Figures 32a and 33a. In Figure 32a, where the
oscillation has been detuned from the Karman mode, higWy organized rows of alternating
signs of vorticity do not appear along the upper region of the vorticity concentrations. In
general, the concentrations are much more randomly located and this suggests a broader-
band interaction process with the leading-edge of the plate. In Figure 33a, which
corresponds to the same frequency as Figure 31a, but a larger amplitude, the patterns are
again not quite as organized, however, the remnants of the Karman vortex street from the
mid portion of the wing are still evident
All these observations suggest that control of the vortex from the wing is indeed
attainable. An important issue is to what degree this control is still attainable at higher
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values of Reynolds numbers, perhaps using different techniques, such as vortex
generators, etc., in conjunction with oscillations of the wing.
7. CIRCULATION, SPECTRA AND VORTICITY CORRELATIONS
7.1 Circulation
The circulation of a vortical structure is an indication of its strength. It is defIned
as:
~
r=fv.dl
~ ~
in which V is the velocity at a given point and the integral f v. dl represents the line
integral around a specifIed closed circuit. In the present study, the circuit corresponded to
a defIned level of vorticity in a plot of constant contours of vorticity.
In order to evaluate the circulation, a technique developed by Robinson (1992)
was employed. In the fluid mechanics laboratory, this technique is part of a software
processing series known as V3. After the values of circulation were detennined, they were
nondimensionalized in the form r =r I ve. D, in which ve is the maximum azimuthal
vorticity and D is the diameter of the time-averaged vortex incident upon the leading-
edge. (refer to Figure 20 and 30.) Results of these circulation calculations are shown in
Figures 34 through 37. Considering fIrst of all the side views of the vortex interactions
indicated in Figures 34 and 35, it is evident that the large-scale concentrations of
azimuthal vorticity are, in general, reduced to smaller scales of vorticity having
significantly lower values of circulation. A notable exception occurs where the top row of
direction in Figure 35; recall that at higher values of angle of attack the incident vortical
structure alternated between small scale and large scale concentrations.
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A generally similar trend is evident for the end view shown in Figure 36.
The relatively high values of circulation of the predominant region of vorticity prior to its
encounter to the plate degenerate to relatively small values downstream of the trailing-
edge of the plate.
Finally for the case of the wing portion undergoing control oscillations, it is
evident that the circulation of the small-scale concentrations incident upon the leading-
edge, illustrated in the three columns of Figure 37 for various excitation conditions are
substantially lower than those from the stationary wing shown in Figure 34. Clearly, it is
possible to tailor the scale and circulation of the incident concentrations by appropriate
upstream control of the wing. This issue deserves further consideration.
7.2 Spectra of velocity and vorticity distributions
An eventual objective is to find the dimensIonless frequency of loading of the
surface of the blade (plate). The controlling factor is the scale of, or wavelength between,
the vortical structures passing over the surface of the blade. In order to evaluate the
spectrum of the scales of the flow, the trace of streamwise u and transverse v velocities or
vorticity as a function of distance along the horizontal line across the image was
determined. Then, the Fourier transform of this spatial variation was taken, in order to
arrive at the spectral distribution of length scales. The following equation was used in
order to perform the Fourier transform:
00
F(s) = .Jk JeIXSf(x)dx
This approach was formulated and programmed by Seke (1992) and is documented as part
of a code PSD.
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Results of these calculations of spectra are shown in Figures 42 to 50. In the left
column of each figure, the plots of velocity and vorticity are given. The corresponding
spectra are shown in the right columns. The units on the horizontal axis, extending from 0
to 30 units, have the following relation to the blade thickness t and vortex radius R: t = 2
and R =6 units. Generally speaking, the vorticity spectra occur at higher frequency than
the velocity spectra. Moreover, it is evident that the predominant frequency for the vortex-
blade interaction arising from an angle of attack of 30° of the wing is higher than that for
20° angle of attack.
7.3 Vorticity correlations
Another objective is to find the dimensionless length of the eddies before and after
the interaction with the plate. The controlling factor is the scale of, or wavelength
between, the vortical structures passing over the surface of the blade. In order to evaluate
the length of the scales of the flow, a quantitative statement regarding the spatial structure
is obtained by observing the velocity or vorticity fluctuations at two points in the flow
field that determines the correlation function
R u(x, y)'u(x +~,y + 11)'u= ill~U(XIy)'2 ~U(X + ~, y + 11)'2
and the integral L of these correlation functions,
y
L =fR(r)dr
o
R _ ro(xly)'ro(X+~,Y+11)'
co - ~ro(X,y)'2 ~ro(X+~,Y+11)'2
which represents the characteristic length of the turbulence in the flow. The approach was
formulated and programmed by Seke (1992) and is documented as part of a code VeOR.
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Results of these calculations of correlation are shown in Figures 38 to 42. In each
figure, the plots of the correlation and the lengths of the eddies. Generally speaking, it is
possible to see that the length of the eddies for the vortex-blade interaction arising from an
oscillating delta wing are smaller than those for a stationary delta wing, and for a
stationary delta wing those for an angle of attack of 30° are smaller than those for 200
angle of attack.
8. CONCLUSION
This investigation of the interaction of a streamwise vortex with a plate is the first
to quantitatively characterize the instantaneous structure of the vortex-plate interaction.
The major conclusions of the study are summarized in the following.
The incident vortex is split into two smaller-scale vortices upon encounter with the
leading-edge of the plate. These split vortices, which have the same sense of rotation, each
move away from the plane of symmetry; moreover, each vortex also moves away from the
surface of the plate. Due to the splitting process, and the subsequent development of the
vortical structures along the plate, there is a decrease in coherence (degree of
organization) of the vortical structures, leading to small-scale structures with relatively
small values of circulation, relative to the vortex incident upon the leading-edge of the
plate. During separation from the trailing-edge of the blade, the interaction between the
split vortices generates additional small-scale concentrations of vorticity as they attempt to
reunite.
Control of the structure of the concentrations of vorticity incident upon the
leading-edge of the plate is attainable by perturbing the leading-edge of the upstream delta
wing. By appropriate choice of excitation frequency, it is possible to transform the large-
scale concentrations of vorticity into smaller-scale ones. These small-scale concentrations
24
can be generated either in an orderly array, or in a higWy disordered state, depending upon
the frequency of oscillation.
Interpretation of these types of complex flows requires consideration of not only
the instantaneous velocity and streamline patterns, which are sensitive to the frame of
reference, but also instantaneous concentrations of vorticity. It is shown that
considerations of streamline patterns alone gives higWy misleading results concerning the
underlying vorticity field.
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Figure 1: Tip and leading-edge vortices
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Figure S: Locations of laser sheet
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Figure 9: Locations of laser sheet
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Ub /0= 0.4
Figure 11: Patterns of instantaneous streamlines for different reference-frames. Angle-of-attack of
delta wing a = 20 degrees. U = Average velocity over entire image; U b = Velocity of reference frame
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Figure U a: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a =20 degrees at location
upstream of leading-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with
velocity Ub= 0.9 U; Uis the average velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
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Figure U b: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack ex =20 degrees at location
upstream of leading-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with
velocity Ub= 0.9 U; Uis the average velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
Instantaneous contours of vorticity coz, positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially
filtered (left column) and unfiltered (right column)
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Figure 13 a: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a. =20 degrees at location
at leading-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Ub=
0.9 U; (j is the average velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
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Figure 13 b: Vortex-plate intemction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a. =20 degrees at location
at leading-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Ub=
0.9 D; U is the avemge velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
Instantaneous contours of vorticity o)z, positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially
filtered (left column) and unfiltered (right column)
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Figure 14 a: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a. =20 degrees at location
at tr~li~g-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Ub=
0.9 U; U is the average velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
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Figure 14 b: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a =20 degrees at location
at trailing-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Db=
0.9 U; U is the average velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
Instantaneous contours of vorticity roZI positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially
filtered Oeft column) and unftltered (right column)
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Figure 15: Instantaneous images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-oC:attack a=20
degrees at location upstream of plate (x / R = -2.5; x / L = -0.3); x = distance from leading-edge of
plate; R = radius of vortex; L = chord of plate
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Figure 16: Instantaneous images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a =20
degrees at location at midchord of plate (x / R = 4.2; x / L = 0.5); x = distance from leading-edge of
plate; R = radius of vortex; L = chord of plate
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Figure 17: Instantaneous images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack ex =20
degrees at location at trailing-edge of plate (x / R = 7.5; x IL= 0.9); x = distance from leading edge
of plate; R =radius of vortex; L =chord of plate
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Figure 18: Instantaneous images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a =20
degrees at location downstream of plate (x / R = 10.8; x / L =1.3); x =distance from leading edge
of plate; R = radius of vortex; L = chord of plate
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Figure 19: Instantaneous images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a =20
degrees at location downstream of plate (x / R = 13.3; x / L = 1.6); x = distance from leading edge
of plate; R = radius of vortex; L = chord of plate
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"Figure 20 a: Time-averaged images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at
angle-of-attack a. =20 degrees at various locations of laser sheet:
A-A Upstream of plate ( x / R =-2.7 ; x / L =-0.3 )
B-B At midchord of plate (x / R =4.2; x / L = 0.5 )
C-C At trailing edge of plate (x / R = 7.5 ; x / L = 0.9)
D-D Downstream of plate (x / R = 2.7 ; x / L =1.3 )
x =distance from leading edge of plate; R =Radius of vortex; L =Chord of plate.
Ten instantaneous images were averaged to obtain each time-averaged image
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Figure 20 b: Time-averaged images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a =20
degrees at various locations of laser sheet:
A-A Upstream of plate ( x / R =-2.7 ; x / L =-0.3 )
B-B At midchord of plate (x / R =4.2; x / L =0.5 )
C-C At trailing edge of plate (x / R = 7.5 ; x / L = 0.9)
D-D Downstream of plate (x / R = 2.7; x / L =1.3 )
x = distance from leading edge of plate; R = Radius of vortex; L = Chord of plate. Ten instantaneous
images were averaged to obtain each time-averaged image
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Figure 20 c: Time-averaged images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack ex =20
degrees at various locations of laser sheet:
A-A Upstream of plate ( x / R = -2.7 ; x / L = -0.3 )
B-B At midchord of plate ( x / R =4.2 ; x / L =0.5 )
C-C At trailing edge of plate (x / R =7.5; x / L =0.9)
D-D Downstream of plate ( x / R =2.7 ; x / L =1.3 )
x = distance from leading edge of plate; R = Radius of vortex; L = Chord of plate. Ten instantaneous
images were averaged to obtain each time-averaged image
Figure 21: Patterns of instantaneous streamlines for different reference-frames. Angle-of-attack of
delta wing ex = 30 degrees. U = Average velocity over entire image; U b = Velocity of ~ference frame
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Figure 22 a: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack ex =30 degrees at location
upstream of leading-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with
velocity Ub= 0.9 0; 0 is the average velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
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Figure 22 b: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a =30 degrees at location
upstream of leading-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with
velocity Db= 0.9 0; 0 is the average velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
Instantaneous contours of vorticity (Oz. positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially
filtered (left column) and unfiltered (right column)
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Figure 23 a: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack ex. =30 degrees at location
at leading-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Db=
0.90; D is the average velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
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Figure 23 b: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a =30 degrees at location
at leading-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Db=
0.9 0; 0 is the average velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
Instantaneous contours of vorticity O)z' positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially
filtered (left column) and unfiltered (right column)
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Figure 24 a: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a. =30 degrees at location
at trailing-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Db=
0.90; 0 is the average velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
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Figure 24 b: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a. =30 degrees at location
at trailing-edge of plate. Velocity field corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Db=
0.9 U; fj is the average velocity over the entire image in the absolute reference frame.
Instantaneous contours of vorticity ffiz. positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially
filtered (left column) and unfiltered (right column)
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Figure 26: Instantaneous images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack (l = 30
degrees at location at midchord of plate (x / R = 4.2; x / L = 0.5); x = distance from leading-edge of
plate; R = radius of vortex; L = chord of plate
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Figure 27: Instantaneous images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a = 30
degrees at location at trailing-edge of plate (x / R =7.5; x /L= 0.9); x = distance from leading edge
of plate; R =radius of vortex; L =chord of plate
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Figure 28: Instantaneous images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a =30
degrees at location downstream of plate (x / R = 10.8; x / L = 1.3); x = distance from leading edge
of plate; R =radius of vortex; L =chord of plate
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Figure 29: Instantaneous images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack ex = 30
degrees at location downstream of plate (x I R = 13.3; x I L = 1.6); x =distance from leading edge
of plate; R =radius of vortex; L =chord of plate
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Figure 30 a: Time-averaged images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at
angle-of-attack ex. =30 degrees at various locations oflaser sheet:
A-A Upstream of plate (x I R = -2.7-; x I L = -0.3 )
B-B At midchord of plate ( x I R = 4.2 ; x I L = 0.5 )
C-C At trailing edge of plate ( x I R =7.5 ; x I L =0.9 )
D-D Downstream of plate (x I R =2.7; x I L =1.3 )
x =distance from leading edge of plate; R =Radius of vortex; L =Chord of plate.
Five instantaneous images were averaged to obtain each time-averaged image
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Figure 30 b: Time-averaged images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack C( =30
degrees at various locations of laser sheet:
A-A Upstream of plate (x / R = -2.7 ; x / L = -0.3 )
B-B At midchord of plate (x / R = 4.2; x / L = 0.5 )
C-C At trailing edge of plate ( x / R = 7.5 ; x / L = 0.9 )
D-D Downstream of plate (x / R = 2.7 ; x / L = 1.3 )
x =distance from leading edge of plate; R =Radius of vortex; L =Chord of plate. Five instantaneous
images were averaged to obtain each time-averaged image
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Figure 30 c: Time-averaged images of vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at angle-of-attack a =30
degrees at various locations of laser sheet:
A-A Upstream of plate ( x / R = -2.7 ; x / L = -0.3 )
B-B At midchord of plate (x / R = 4.2; x / L = 0.5 )
C-C At trailing edge of plate ( x / R = 7.5 ; x / L = 0.9 )
D-D Downstream of plate (x / R =2.7; x / L =1.3 )
x =distance from leading edge of plate; R =Radius of vortex; L =Chord of plate. Five instantaneous
images were averaged to obtain each time-averaged image
Figure 31 a: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at oscillating angle-of-attack ex =20 ± 2
degrees with a frequency of 0.125 Hz at location upstream of leading-edge of plate. Velocity field
corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Db= 0.9 U; U is the average velocity over the
entire image in the absolute reference frame.
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Figure 31 b: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at oscillating angle-of-attack a. =20 ± 2
degrees with a frequency of 0.125 Hz at location upstream of leading-edge of plate. Velocity field
corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Db= 0.9 U; Uis the average velocity over the
entire image in the absolute reference frame. Instantaneous contours of vorticity (Oz. positive (solid
line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially filtered (left column) and unfiltered (right column)
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Figure 32 a: Vortex-plate intemction for delta wing at oscillating angle-of-attack ex =20 ± 2
degrees with a frequency of 0.25 Hz at location upstream of leading-edge of plate. Velocity field
corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Vb= 0.9 D; Dis the average velocity over the
entire image in the absolute reference frame.
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Figure 32 b: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at oscillating angle-of-attack a. =20 ± 2
degrees with a frequency of 0.25 Hz at location upstream of leading-edge of plate. Velocity field
corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Db= 0.9 U; Uis the average velocity over the
entire image in the absolute reference frame. Instantaneous contours of vorticity Olz' positive (solid
line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially filtered (left column) and unfiltered (right column)
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Figure 33 a: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at oscillating angle-of-attack a. =20 ± 5
degrees with a frequency of 0.125 Hz at location upstream of leading-edge of plate. Velocity field
corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Ub= 0.9 0; D is the average velocity over the
entire image in the absolute reference frame.
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Figure 33 b: Vortex-plate interaction for delta wing at oscillating angle-of-attack ex =20 ± 5
degrees with a frequency of 0.125 Hz at location upstream of leading-edge of plate. Velocity field
corresponds to reference frame moving with velocity Db= 0.9 D; Dis the average velocity over the
entire image in the absolute reference frame. Instantaneous contours of vorticity (J)z. positive (solid
line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially filtered (left column) and unfiltered (right column)
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Figure 34: Dimensionless circulation for vortex-plate interaction for case of delta wing at angle-of-attack a. = 20
degrees at locations a) upstream of leading-edge of plate b) at leading-edge of plate c) at trailing-edge of plate.
Instantaneous contours of vorticity Olz' positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially filtered.
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Figure 35: Dimensionless circulation for vortex-plate interaction for case of delta wing at angle-of-attack a = 30
degrees at locations a) upstream of leading-edge of plate b) at leading-edge of plate c) at trailing-edge of plate.
Instantaneous contours of vorticity (Oz. positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially!~tered.
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Figure 36 a: Dimensionless time-averaged circulation for vortex-plate interaction
for cases of delta wing at angle-of-attack a) ex =20 and b) ex = 30 degrees at
various locations of laser sheet:
A-A Upstream of plate ( x / R =-2.7 ; x I L =-0.3 )
B-B At midchord of plate ( x / R =4.2 ; x / L = 0.5 )
C-C At trailing edge of plate (x I R =7.5 ; x / L =0.9)
D-D Downstream of plate ( x / R =2.7 ; x I L =1.3 )
x =Distance from leading edge of plate; R =Radius of vortex; L =Chord of plate.
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Figure 37: Dimensionless circulation for vortex-plate interaction for case of delta wing at oscillating angle-of-
attacka) ci =20±2 degrees; frequency 0.125 Hz b) a =20±2 degrees; frequency 0.25 Hz c) a =20±5 degrees;
frequepcy 0.125 Hz. Instantaneous contours of vorticity (Oz. positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) are
spatially frltered.
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Figure 38 a: Dimensionless integral length scales for vortex-plate interaction for case of delta wing at angle-of-
attack a = 20 degrees at locations a) upstream of leading-edge of plate b) at leading-edge of plate c) at trailing-
edge of plate. Instantaneous contours of vorticity IDz' positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially
filtered; L(x) = Horizontal length scale; L(y) = Vertical length scale; (x, y, z) = Coordinates from leading-edge of
plate; R = Radius of vortex; L = Chord of plate
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Figure 38 b: Integral length scales for vortex-plate interaction for case of delta wing at angle-
of-attack IX = 20 degrees at locations a) upstream of leading-edge of plate b) at leading-edge of
plate c) at trailing-edge of plate; L(x) = Horizontal length scale; L(y) = Vertical length scale;
(x, y, z) = Coordinates from leading-edge of plate; R = Radius of vortex; L = Chord of pIaIe
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Figure 39 a: Dimensionless integral length scales for vortex-plate interaction for case of delta wing at angle-of-
attack eX= 30 degrees at locations a) upstream of leading-edge of plate b) at leading-edge of plate c) at trailing-
edge of plate. Instantaneous contours of vorticity (oz' positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) are spatially
filtered; L(x) = Horizontal length scale; L(y) = Vertical length scale; (x, y, z) = Coordinates from leading-edge of
plate; R = Radius of vortex; L = Chord of plate
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Figure 39 b: Integral length scales for vortex-plate interaction for case of delta wing at angle-
of-attack (X. = 30 degrees at locations a) upstream of leading-edge of plate b) at leading-edge of
plate c) at trailing-edge of plate; L(x) = Horizontal length scale; L(y) = Vertical length scale;
(x. y, z) =Coordinates from leading-edge of plate; R =Radius of vortex; L =Chord of plate
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Figure 40 a: Dimensionless time-averaged integral length scales for vortex-plate
interaction for case of delta wing at angle-of-attack a) a. =20 and b) a. = 30
degrees at various locations of laser sheet:
A-A Upstream of plate ( x I R = -2.7 ; x I L = -0.3 )
B-B At midchord of plate ( x I R = 4.2 ; x I L = 0.5 )
C-C At trailing edge of plate ( x I R = 7.5 ; x I L = 0.9 )
D-D Downstream of plate (x I R = 2.7; x I L = 1.3 )
L(x) = Horizontal length scale; L(y) = Vertical length scale; (x, y, z) = Coordinates
from leading edge of plate; R = Radius of vortex; L = Chord of plate.
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Figure 40 b: Time-averaged integral length scales for vortex-plate interaction for
case of delta wing at angle-of-attack ex =20 degrees at various locations of laser
sheet:
A-A Upstream of plate ( x I R = -2.7 ; x I L = -0.3 )
B-B At midchord of plate (x I R = 4.2 ; x I L = 0.5)
C-C At trailing edge of plate (x I R = 7.5 ; x I L = 0.9 )
D-D Downstream of plate (x I R = 2.7 ; x I L = 1.3 )
L(x) = Horizontal length scale; L(y) = Vertical length scale; (x, y, z) = Coordinates
from leading edge of plate; R = Radius of vortex; L = Chord of plate.
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Figure 40 c: Time-averaged integral length scales for vortex-plate interaction for
case of delta wing at angle-of-attack (X = 30 degrees at various locations of laser
sheet:
A-A Upstream of plate (x / R = -2.7; x / L = -0.3 )
B-B At midchord of plate (x / R = 4.2 ; x / L = 0.5 )
C-C At trailing edge of plate (x / R = 7.5 ; x / L = 0.9 )
D-D Downstream of plate (x / R = 2.7 ; x / L = 1.3 )
L(x) = Horizontal length scale; L(y) = Vertical length scale; (x, y, z) = Coordinates
from leading edge of plate; R = Radius of vortex; L = Chord of plate.
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Figure 41 a: Dimensionless integral length scales for vortex-plate interaction for case of delta wing at oscillating
angle-of-attack a) <X = 20±2 degrees; frequency 0.125 Hz b) <X = 20±2 degrees; frequency 0.25 Hz c) <X = 20±5
degrees; frequency 0.125 Hz. Instantaneous contours of vorticity O)z' positive (solid line) and negative (dashed
line) are spatially fIltered; L(x) = Horizontal length scale; L(y) = Vertical length scale; (x, y, z) = Coordinates
from leading-edge of plate; R = Radius of vortex; L = Chord of plate
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Figure 41 b: Integral length scales for vortex-plate interaction for case of delta wing at
oscillating angle-of-attack a) a =200 degrees; frequency 0.125 Hz b) a =200 degrees;
frequency 0.25 Hz c) a = 20±5 degrees; frequency 0.125 Hz.; L(x) = HorizontallengtJI scale;
L(y) = Vertical length scale; (x, y, z) = Coordinates from leading-edge of plate; R = Radius of
vortex; L = Chord of plate
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Figure 42: Spectrum of velocity and vorticity at different heights for vortex-plate
interaction for case of delta wing at angle-of-attack a. = 20 degrees at location upstream
of leading-edge of plate; y = height from plate; t =thickness of plate.
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Figure 43: Spectrum of velocity and vorticity at different heights for vortex-plate
interaction for case of delta wing at angle-of-attack a. = 20 degrees at location at leading-
edge of plate; y = height from plate; t =thickness of plate.
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Figure 44: Spectrum of velocity and vorticity at different heights for vortex-plate
interaction for case of delta wing at angle-of-attack ex = 20 degrees at location at trailing-
edge of plate; y = height from plate; t =thickness of plate.
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Figure 45: Spectrum of velocity and vorticity at different heights for vortex-plate
interaction for case of delta wing at angle-of-attack ex = 30 degrees at location upstream
of leading-edge of plate; y = height from plate; t =thickness of plate.
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Figure 46: Spectrum of velocity and vorticity at different heights for vortex-plate
interaction for case of delta wing at angle-of-attack a = 30 degrees at location at leading-
edge of plate; y = height from plate; t =thickness of plate.
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Figure 47: Spectrum of velocity and vorticity at different heights for vortex-plate
interaction for case of delta wing at angle-of-attack a = 30 degrees at location at trailing-
edge of plate; y = height from plate; t =thickness of plate.
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Figure 48: Spectrum of velocity and vorticity at different heights for vortex-plate
interaction for case of delta wing at oscillating angle-of-attack ex = 20±2 degrees and
frequency of 0.125 Hz at location upstream of leading-edge of plate; y = height from
plate; t =thickness of plate.
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Figure 49: Spectrum of velocity and vorticity at different heights for yonex-plate
interaction for case of delta wing at oscillating angle-of-attack ex = 200 degrees and
frequency of 0.25 Hz at location upstream of leading-edge of plate; y = height from plate;
t =thickness of plate.
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Figure 50: Spectrum of velocity and vorticity at different heights for vortex-plate
interaction for case of delta wing at oscillating angle-of-attack (l = 20±5 degrees and
frequency of 0.125 Hz at location upstream of leading-edge of plate; y = height from
plate; t =thickness of plate. 92
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Appendix A: Boundary Layer Treatment
In the present study, there was a solid surface, i. e. plate, within the field of view of
the multiexposed images. After interrogation, filling, and smoothing, the region of zero
velocity within the plate was automatically filled with interpolated vectors. This led to
strange patterns of streamlines and vorticity in tlie domain of the plate and two grid points
adjacent to the plate.
In order to solve this problem, a boundary technique was developed:
First, after interrogation, but before smoothing, the region inside the plate was fIlled with
zero velocity vectors. Second, during the smoothing process, these zero velocity vectors
were not taken in consideration; that is, the velocity vectors outside and inside the plate
were no smoothed together. Finally, vorticity calculations in regions close to the boundary
of the plate were found with forward difference methods instead of the central difference
methods that were used everywhere else.
Consequently, vorticity
av au
w=---
ax ay
which was calculated using the central difference method as
av v(i + 1, j) - v(i -1,j)
-= ;
ax 2Ax
au u(i,j + 1) - u(i,j -1)
- =---:....:..::-----=--....:....;.:'---~
ay 2Ay
was instead calculated for regions close to the plate ~s
av =_1_{[3V(1,j) _ 4v(2,j) + v(3,j)] - [3v(-1,j) - 4v(-2,j) + v(-3,j)]};
ax 2Ax
au =_1_{[3U(i, 1) - 4u(i,2) + u(i,3)] - [3u(i,-1) - 4u(i,-2) + u(i,-3)]}
ay 2Ay
94
according to forward difference methods. A detailled discussion of this forward difference
approach is given by Incropera, F. & De Witt, F. (1990).
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